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Abstract

Decision support and knowledge management processes are interdependent activities in many organizations. In this paper,

we propose an approach for integrating decision support and knowledge management processes using knowledge discovery

techniques. Based on the proposed approach, an integrative framework is presented for building enterprise decision support

environments using model marts and model warehouses as repositories for knowledge obtained through various conversions.

This framework is expected to guide further research on the development of the next generation decision support environments.
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1. Introduction

Organizations are becoming increasingly complex

with emphasis on decentralized decision making. This

trend necessitates enterprise decision support systems

(DSS) for effective decision making with processes

and facilities that support the use of knowledge man-

agement. Kivijarvi [21] highlights the characteristics

of such organizational DSS and discusses challenges

in design, development and implementation of such

systems as compared to one-function or one-user DSS.

Ba et al. [3], in their paper on enterprise decision

support, point out the knowledge management princi-

ples that are necessary to achieve intra-organizational

knowledge bases as (i) the use of corporate data to

derive and create higher-level information and knowl-

edge, (ii) integration of organizational information to

support all departments and end-users, and (iii) provi-

sion of tools to transform scattered data into mean-

ingful business information.

In the process of decision-making, decision makers

combine different types of data (e.g., internal data and

external data) and knowledge (both tacit knowledge

and explicit knowledge) available in various forms in

the organization. The decision-making process itself

results in improved understanding of the problem and

the process, and generates new knowledge. In other

words, the decision-making and knowledge creation

processes are interdependent. Despite such interdepen-

dencies, the research in the fields of decision support

systems (DSS) and knowledge management systems

(KMS) has not adequately considered the integration of

such systems.

Proper integration of DSS and KMS will not only

support the required interaction but will also present

new opportunities for enhancing the quality of support
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provided by each system. A synergy can be created

through the integration of decision support and knowl-

edge management, as these two processes consist of

activities that complement each other. More specifi-

cally, the knowledge acquisition, storage and distribu-

tion activities in knowledge management enable the

dynamic creation and maintenance of decision models,

in this way, enhancing the decision support process. In

return, the application and evaluation of various deci-

sion models and the documentation of decision instan-

ces, supported byDSS, provide themeans for acquiring

and storing the tacit and explicit knowledge of different

decision makers and facilitate the creation of new

knowledge. Such integration is expected to enhance

the quality of support provided by the system to de-

cision makers and also to help in building up organiza-

tional memory and knowledge bases. The integration

will result in decision support environments for the

next generation as explained later in this paper. How-

ever, there is hardly any guidance, framework or re-

search related to the integration of the interdependent

aspects of decision-making and knowledge manage-

ment. The purpose of this paper is to address this void.

In Section 2, we briefly review the decision-making

and knowledge management processes and identify

certain similarities and interactions between the two

processes. In Section 3, we describe our proposed

approach for incorporating knowledge management

facilities into a decision support environment. A frame-

work for developing enterprise decision support en-

vironments according to the proposed approach is

presented in Section 4. In Section 5, we discuss the

implications of the proposed approach and propose a

framework for conducting research in the fields of

decision support and knowledge management.

2. Decision making and knowledge management

processes

Typical decision making processes are often des-

cribed as consisting of intelligence, design, choice and

an implementation phases [37,41]. Decision makers,

individuals responsible for solving problems for the

purpose of attaining a goal or goals, expect support in

these four phases. Support provided to decision makers

by typical DSS, in this regard, has evolved from simple

predefined reports to complex intelligent agent-based

support. In general, the type of support provided is

relatively passive because decision makers are ex-

pected to scan internal and external data, and find dis-

crepancies and deviations from expectations invoking

ad hoc queries and reports that run on operational da-

tabases. Executive information systems (now called

Enterprise Information Systems, EIS), have simplified

this process by providing data organized at different

levels with drill-down facilities through high-level

graphical user interfaces. Online analytical processing

(OLAP) on data warehouses and data marts [17]

provides analytical capabilities required for explora-

tory information retrieval and problem formulation.

Nowadays, OLAP capabilities are being merged with

enterprise resource planning (ERP) tools, corporate

portals, etc. [38]. Active form of support to decision

makers is provided using triggers and alarms on spe-

cific attribute values in the databases. Intelligent artifi-

cial agent-based support [18,19] is an active form of

support where certain manual tasks such as searching

and scanning for discrepancies are delegated to soft-

ware agents. Intelligent agents can be used to support

strategic management [10,24], electronic commerce

[25,27], and other decision support activities [38]. Data

mining techniques assist decision makers in finding

interesting relationships or associations that may in

turn help in the identification of problems.

Decision makers take decisions based on the infor-

mation obtained through various means as described

above or through DSS built for certain types of decision

problems. Fig. 1 illustrates various components of de-

cision making environments and the associated know-

ledge management activities. Data from internal and

external sources, spread across operational databases,

data warehouses and data marts are accessed by deci-

sionmakers using tools supporting OLAP, data mining,

EIS, and queries. Decision makers, through the expe-

rience of using such tools and techniques, gain new

knowledge pertaining to the specific problem area.

Specific decision support systems are built using data

extracted from various data sources and models ex-

tracted from various knowledge sources. Knowledge

from internal and external sources may be categorized

into functional or general domain knowledge, organ-

izational knowledge, and problem-specific knowledge.

Decision makers employ their problem-specific knowl-

edge, in addition to the information and knowledge

derived from internal and external data sources using
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appropriate tools, in arriving at solutions to decision

problems. When solutions are evaluated and found

effective, the acquired knowledge can be externalized

and then embedded into the organizational knowledge,

in the form of best practices for example.

2.1. Organizational knowledge creation

The importance of knowledge as an organizational

asset that enables sustainable competitive advantage

explains the increasing interest of organizations in

knowledge management. Many organizations are dev-

eloping KMS designed specifically to facilitate the

sharing and integration of knowledge as opposed to

data or information. According to Alavi and Leidner

[2], knowledge is not radically different from infor-

mation. The processing of information in the mind of

an individual produces what Polanyi [31] refers to as

tacit knowledge. When articulated and communi-

cated, this tacit knowledge becomes information or

what Nonaka [28] refers to as explicit knowledge. As

organizational knowledge is derived from individual

knowledge, KMS must support the acquisition, organ-

ization and communication of both tacit and explicit

knowledge of employees.

Although KMS supports not only the creation, but

also the gathering, organization and dissemination of

knowledge, we will focus our discussion on the know-

ledge creation process, as it integrated with all the

others. In order to assist the creation of new knowledge

effectively, KMS must support the gathering, organ-

ization and dissemination of existing knowledge. Non-

aka [28] proposes that new organizational knowledge

is created by a dialectical relationship between tacit

and explicit knowledge, which emerges into a spiral of

knowledge creation consisting of four types of knowl-

edge conversions: socialization, externalization, com-

bination and internalization (see Fig. 2).

Fig. 1. Decision support and knowledge management activities.

Fig. 2. Nonaka’s model of knowledge creation (adapted from Ref. [28]).
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Knowledge externalization refers to the conversion

of tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge. This takes

place when individuals use ‘‘metaphors’’ to articulate

their own perspectives in order to reveal hidden tacit

knowledge that is otherwise hard to communicate.

Knowledge elicitation techniques can be used to help

individuals to articulate tacit knowledge. For example,

interviews and focus groups with experienced loan of-

ficers can help to externalize certain subjective asp-

ects of the loan approval process that these officers

may have never articulated before.

The second type of knowledge conversion, social-

ization, refers to the creation of new tacit knowledge

from shared tacit knowledge. Individuals can acquire

tacit knowledge by observation, imitation and practice.

In the loan application-processing example, a loan

officer trainee can acquire tacit knowledge about the

loan approval process by observing other loan officers,

or by studying previous applications and their outcome.

Knowledge combination refers to the creation of

new knowledge through the exchange and combination

of explicit knowledge held by individuals in the organ-

ization. The exchange of explicit knowledge could be

done through information sharing, e.g., shared docu-

ments, databases and model bases. It could also happen

through interactions, e.g., meetings, e-mail and casual

conversations. The integration of the exchanged know-

ledge and its reconfiguring through sorting, adding, re-

categorizing and re-contextualizing can help to create

new explicit knowledge. For example, by evaluating

externalized loan approval processes followed by dif-

ferent loan officers in terms of risk performance, ma-

nagers can develop better procedures for processing

loan applications.

The fourth type of knowledge conversion, internal-

ization, takes place when explicit knowledge becomes

tacit. Nonaka [28] views this conversion as somewhat

similar to the traditional notion of learning. Individu-

als integrate shared explicit knowledge with their prior

knowledge in order to update their mental models and

produce new tacit knowledge.

2.2. Similarities and interactions between KMS and

DSS

Certain similarities and interactions can be observed

between the decision support environments and Non-

aka’s model of organizational knowledge creation.

These similarities and interactions, as we discuss later,

form the basis for integration of KMS and DSS.

According to Nonaka’s model, the knowledge external-

ization involves the conversion of tacit knowledge to

explicit knowledge. In the context of DSS, this can be

viewed as similar to the process of decision modeling,

which involves elicitation of problem-solving knowl-

edge from the decision maker and its representation.

Similarities can also be found in the combination type

of knowledge conversion that generates new explicit

knowledge from existing explicit knowledge and the

process of model integration in DSS. Knowledge

internalization corresponds to the adoption and use of

explicit organizational knowledge by individuals. It

can be compared to building DSSs using elicited

decision models. Last, the socialization type of knowl-

edge conversion may be considered as analogous to

sharing information pertaining to decisions made by

different decision makers, as such information reflects

the tacit models followed by these decision makers

(e.g., through group discussions). The interaction

between the KMS and DSS includes the application

of explicit knowledge created (e.g., decision models)

for future decision making and/or for building DSS,

and the generation of new knowledge (e.g., best prac-

tices) through the use of DSS.

3. Proposed approach for the next generation

decision support environments

As described in the previous section, decision sup-

port and knowledge management are two interrelated

and interacting processes in any organization. Integra-

tion of DSS and KMS, therefore, is expected to result

in several benefits that cannot be realized with any

one system. Research related to such integration can

identify specific needs and solutions for building the

next generation enterprise decision support environ-

ments.

Our proposed approach for integrating decision

support and knowledge management processes has

the three following characteristics that facilitate know-

ledge conversions through suitable automated techni-

ques:

� it applies knowledge discovery techniques

(KDT) for knowledge externalization,
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� it employs repositories for storing externalized

knowledge, and
� it extends KDT for supporting various types of

knowledge conversions.

We elaborate these characteristics using the four

types of knowledge conversions in Nonaka’s model

described in Section 2. In our proposed approach, we

use model externalization, model combination, model

internalization and model socialization processes to

reflect the integration of decision support and knowl-

edge management aspects. Among these four proc-

esses, model externalization is generally considered as

the most difficult and time-consuming. Difficulties

associated with the model combination process may

vary depending on the modeling paradigm used for

representation of the explicit knowledge. The other two

types of processes, i.e., model socialization and model

internalization, are relatively easier to support.

3.1. Model externalization

Data in databases, data warehouses and data marts

capture a significant amount of tacit models, which are

represented by sets of related attribute values pertain-

ing to various decisions. Part of this data consists of

decision instances that describe various decisions ta-

ken by different decision makers for different decision

problems at different times. The model externalization

process converts such tacit models (data and decision

instances) into explicit models (discovered knowledge

and decision models).

The tacit models can be externalized into explicit

models by either traditional externalization methods or

KDT. Traditional methods require analysts to interact

directly with decision makers in order to elicit prob-

lem-solving knowledge from them and represent it as

part of explicit models using typical knowledge elic-

itation/acquisition techniques. A second type of meth-

od enables the decision maker to externalize their tacit

models without the assistance of analysts, using intel-

ligent tools. Some examples of such methods include

the usage of knowledge-based tools for model formu-

lation and protocol analysis [5,7,32,34,37,39]. These

methods eliminate the tedious and less efficient proc-

ess of elicitation and representation of the knowledge

of multiple decision makers performed by analysts.

Using KDT, it is possible to derive decision models

using decision instances that represent decision mak-

ers’ tacit models. For example, loan approval deci-

sions, recorded in operational databases as business

transactions with details of relevant attribute values,

can be used for discovering loan approval decision

making processes using KDT.

To illustrate the model externalization aspect of the

integration, let us consider a classification problem

such as categorizing a set of loan applications into

approve and reject classes. Let us also assume that

application details are available in a database. The de-

cision maker defines the decision problem as a classi-

fication problem and identifies the input and output

attributes and possible class identifiers. The integrated

system guides the decision maker during the problem

definition stage. Then, the decision maker starts the

task of classifying each application manually and

creating the decision instances (applying tacit models).

As the decision maker performs the classifications, the

system acquires the classification problem-solving

knowledge, and tests the acquired knowledge. Once

the system learns with sufficient reliability, it classifies

the rest of the applications, and presents the acquired

knowledge (explicit models) to the decision maker.

Any exceptions in the manual classifications made

during the process of learning will also be reported.

The system finally catalogues the decision problem and

the associated explicit knowledge for later reference

and use. The entire classification process can span a

number of days or weeks or years. The system adapts to

the continually changing decision making patterns

during longer periods. This type of problem-solving

process and support provided can be extended to multi-

ple decision makers working on the same type of

decision problem (e.g., loan approval in different bran-

ches of a bank) or interdependent decision problems.

By combining numerous explicit models of decision

making processes of different decision makers, it is

possible to generate more complex explicit models.

3.2. Model combination

Different explicit models, corresponding to different

data and to multiple decision makers solving one or

more decision problems, can be combined to generate

new explicit models. Model combination in the context

of decision making can be performed in two different

ways: generalization and integration.
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The generalization process aims at abstracting a set

of specific explicit models to a generic explicit model

for multiple decision problems of similar type. This

process reduces the number of models, which in turn

can minimize the cognitive load on the users of such

knowledge. This is required especially when there is a

large number of models representing the various ap-

proaches followed by different decision makers for

solving the same type of problem. However, it is

important to strike a balance between generalization

and faithful representation of subjectivity. Generalized

models, naturally, may not adequately represent de-

cision makers’ subjectivity, i.e., differences across dif-

ferent models. O’Leary [29] suggests verifying that

decision makers have similar views before aggregating

individual judgments. A solution to this problem is to

cluster or group similar decision models and then ge-

neralize within each cluster [9].

The complexity of this generalization task depends

largely on the modeling paradigm used. The complex-

ity is least, when all models employ the same paradigm

and are generated based on a given set of input and

output attributes. Otherwise, generalization needs to be

performed either using models of the same paradigm or

by translating the models to a common modeling pa-

radigm. It should also be noted that certain modeling

paradigms, e.g., multi-attribute utility theory and AHP,

are more amenable to generalization than others (e.g.,

decision trees, fuzzy rules). Treating the decision ins-

tances corresponding to a set of decision makers (in a

cluster) to generate a generalized explicit model for that

group can be a possible solution for generalizing such

models. Another difficulty in the generalization proc-

ess is related to the semantic and structural differences

in various model attributes. For example, if different

decision makers employ different sets of factors in de-

fining AHP models for evaluating loan applications

then it is necessary to unify or resolve the differences

prior to the generalization process. This type of diffi-

culty will not arise if a common set of attributes are

used (e.g., from a given database schema) in model

specification.

While the generalization process creates new ex-

plicit models through the abstraction of specific mo-

dels into generic ones to deal with similar problems,

the integration process creates new explicit models by

combining different models (generalized or not) that

can even be from different domains to deal with more

complex problems. Research related to model integra-

tion in the field of DSS can be applied for this purpose.

Integrating generalized explicit models from different

domains provides a better understanding of the inter-

actions between knowledge components belonging to

different domains. Explicit models created through

model externalization and combination processes will

be inputs to the model internalization process.

3.3. Model internalization

Model internalization refers to the conversion of

shared explicit models into tacit models held by indi-

vidual decision makers. This is a learning process that

results in the modification and possible improvement

of the individual tacit models based on best practices.

We identify four important activities for supporting

internalization. First, the dissemination of explicit mo-

dels to the decision makers is a requirement for inter-

nalization. The effectiveness of this activity depends

on the usage of appropriate knowledge presentation

methods. Second, facilitating exploratory retrieval of

explicit models can help in the provision of relevant

knowledge wherever and whenever required. Third,

model analysis/evaluation capabilities such as sen-

sitivity analysis (or what-if analysis) that enable the

decision maker to compare the effectiveness of alter-

native models can facilitate the adoption of explicit

models and their subsequent internalization. Fourth,

assisting the decision maker in adapting and applying

shared explicit models. This can be done by building

and maintaining the model base component of a DSS

for specific decision-making activities. In this partic-

ular case, the internalization process becomes more

systematic. It is also possible to make this systematic

internalization approach continuous by providing real-

time adaptive decision support through a dynamic

update of the model base.

3.4. Model socialization

While model internalization allows decision mak-

ers to share, learn, adopt and apply each other’s

explicit models, socialization enables them to acquire

new tacit models by sharing each other’s tacit models.

The knowledge conversion process of socialization

refers to the transfer of tacit knowledge through

shared experiences. In the proposed framework of
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DSS and KMS integration, decision instances docu-

mented in databases, represent the experiences reflect-

ing the tacit knowledge of different decision makers.

The documented decisions enable the decision makers

to learn from each other’s experiences and modify

their own tacit models. For example, in processing a

loan application, a loan officer can look for similar

cases and their related decisions (documented in the

databases) in order to make a decision that is more

consistent with previous cases. In doing so, the loan

officer is acquiring a new tacit model based on de-

cision instances reflecting the tacit models of other

loan officers.

4. Enterprise decision support environments with

knowledge management

In this section, we present a framework for devel-

oping enterprise decision support environments that

include knowledge management, for supporting the

approach described in the previous section. We elab-

orate, as part of this framework, on the representation

and conversion of the tacit and explicit knowledge, and

identify possible difficulties and solutions in various

types of conversions. The major focus of this frame-

work is the application and extensions of KDT to

support knowledge conversions and enhanced access

to knowledge represented by explicit models.

The proposed framework (Fig. 3) integrates the four

types of knowledge conversions (see Fig. 2) into va-

rious decision support and knowledge management

activities (see Fig. 1). The tacit models of different

decision makers, represented by decision instances and

associated data, are normally stored in operational

databases. The relevant data from such databases are

used for building an organizational data warehouse

employing processes such as extract, filter, condition,

scrub, load, etc. [14]. The data warehouse contains

information about problems and the corresponding

decision instances reflecting the historical and current

tacit models of different decision makers in different

problem domains. Data marts are subsets of data ware-

houses created for efficient use of different functional

domains. In certain cases, a data mart can be a small

stand-alone data warehouse specializing in one area,

such as customer data.1

Fig. 3. Proposed framework for enterprise decision support environment with knowledge management.

1 In certain cases, a data mart can be a small stand-alone data

warehouse (i.e., not a subset of corporate data warehouse) specia-

lizing in one area, such as customer data.
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In order to facilitate repositories for explicit knowl-

edge created using externalization and combination

processes, we propose to use model marts and model

warehouses as part of the functional and organizational

knowledge bases. We use the terms model mart and

model warehouse to define concepts similar to data

mart and data warehouse, respectively. However, an

essential difference between these parallel concepts is

related to the process of building these components. As

shown in Fig. 3, data warehouses are usually used to

populate data marts, whereas model marts are used to

build model warehouses. We propose to use model

marts to store the explicit models arrived at using the

methods discussed above. These model marts store

explicit models of different decision problems belong-

ing to a particular domain (e.g., sales, production). In

addition, the model marts also contain the decision

models pertaining to different time periods. In other

words, we can think of each model mart as capturing

the knowledge discovered from data and the problem-

solving knowledge of one or more decision makers

dealing with one or more decision problems in a certain

period. This is becoming important now since compa-

nies are using ‘decision matrices’ to empower employ-

ees to make decisions in decentralized locations.

Model marts2 and model warehouses, thus, act as a

repository for currently operational and historical deci-

sion models, similar to the data marts and data ware-

houses. The operational models, however, will be in the

model base component of various DSS. Each model

mart acts as a repository of models belonging to a

specific decision-making domain (e.g., inventory man-

agement and capital budgeting). Thus, functional

knowledge bases include model marts and other forms

of knowledge pertaining to the specific functional

domain. Similarly, organizational knowledge base in-

cludes model warehouse and other forms of integrated

knowledge across different functional domains. Prob-

lem-specific knowledge bases include model bases of

current DSS (e.g., internalized models). These knowl-

edge bases also include necessary meta knowledge (or

metal models) required for model manipulation. In the

remaining part of this section, we elaborate on the

support that can be provided in various knowledge

conversions.

4.1. Model externalization support

Avariety of KDT such as decision trees, rule disco-

very, neural networks, rough sets, genetic algorithms,

nearest neighbor techniques, fuzzy rule discovery,

clustering, and link analysis techniques can be used

for the externalization purpose. The effectiveness of

such an approach using a neuro-fuzzy classifier to dis-

covery fuzzy rules modeling employment selection is

illustrated in Ref. [8]. A successful application of the

Bayesian network learning model in building and im-

proving a real-time telemarketing DSS application is

reported in Ref. [1]. The data mining and knowledge

discovery website (http://www.kdnuggets.com/soft-

ware/index.html) provides links to a number of tools

that can be used for discovering rules or models from

decision instances.

In our proposed framework, we are concerned

about the conversion of tacit models (available in the

form of data in databases, data warehouses and data

marts) into explicit models. A major part of these

explicit models consists of knowledge discovered from

large volumes of data. The other part consists of va-

rious decision models discovered using the decision

instances. In applying KDT to model externalization

using decision instances, we should consider certain

differences from the traditional application of KDT in

databases, which is often performed on large volumes

of transaction data such as product sales, service usage,

etc. Traditional applications of KDT emphasize the

representation, accuracy, interesting results, and effi-

ciency [13]. Important challenges of KDT in such

situations include handling of massive data sets, high

dimensionality, user-interaction and prior knowledge,

missing data, managing changes in data and knowl-

edge, etc. [12]. In model externalization, however, the

data set is relatively small, but may contain a large

number of attributes reflecting the complexity of tacit

models, which often contain both objective and sub-

jective components. Consequently, the emphasis and

challenges of KDT for this type of model external-

ization should be different. Since the data volumes are

relatively small, the effectiveness of the process is

more important as compared to the efficiency of the

process. Accuracy of the explicit model may not be

2 A model mart, similar to a data mart, can be a small stand-

alone model warehouse specializing in one area, such as marketing

decision models.
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very important because of inconsistencies in tacit

models used for discovery. Simplicity of model repre-

sentation is particularly relevant if the discovered ex-

plicit models are to be internalized by decision makers.

In this regard, soft computing, which aims to achieve

tractability, robustness, low solution cost and high

machine intelligence quotient (MIQ) through comple-

mentarity of fuzzy logic, neural networks and proba-

bilistic reasons [41], has potential to contribute

towards generating concise and easily understandable

explicit models.

Two model externalization examples involving dis-

covery of classification decision rules from two differ-

ent types of data sets representing decisions concerning

credit worthiness of applicants and employment pref-

erence are illustrated in Appendix A.

A typical model mart, at this stage, may include

models representing the decision making processes

of one or more decision makers discovered by one or

more KDTs and models that are defined manually by

decision makers/DSS builders or exported from ope-

rational DSS.

Extensible Markup Language (XML) can provide a

common structure for representing explicit models of

different modeling paradigms. XML databases (http://

www.rpbourret.com/xml/XMLDatabaseProds.htm)

can be used for the purpose of creating model marts

and model warehouses.

4.2. Model combination support

New explicit models can be composed from existing

models in model marts and model warehouses using

generalization and integration techniques. Generaliza-

tion should deal with inconsistencies, conflicts, and

decision makers’ subjectivity represented in explicit

models. As part of the generalization, it may be ne-

cessary to unify different explicit models. Unification

refers to the process of resolving structural and seman-

tic differences among decision models of the same or

different decision problems. This process requires (a)

resolving differences between different models of the

same modeling paradigm for the same type of decision

problem, and (b) integrating different models of the

same or different modeling paradigms for decision

problems belonging to different domains.We can adapt

schema integration and database interoperability

approaches [4,23] for this purpose. Johannesson and

Jamil [20] present an approach to integrate two differ-

ent database schemas by structural and terminological

standardization before schema comparison and mer-

ging. They contend that knowledge discovery and

machine learning can be used to facilitate schema

integration. Similar approaches can be applied to the

task of unification of model arguments belonging to

different domains for integration. Ba et al. [3] review

the role of artificial intelligence in model management

and model building, and in reasoning with multiple

models. In certain cases, it is possible to solve the uni-

fication problem involving models of different para-

digms by rediscovering the decision models using a

specific KDT.

Model marts and model warehouses may include,

in addition to the two types identified above, the fo-

llowing as well:

� explicit models belonging to a specific domain

after resolving the structural and semantic dif-

ferences with links to the original model,
� abstractions of different explicit models corre-

sponding to a specific type of decision problem,

and
� integrated models of different decision prob-

lems within a specific domain.

A model warehouse can be built using models

belonging to different model marts. In addition, a mo-

del warehouse contains models defining further inte-

gration across different domains. Unification of model

parameters may be required prior to this integration.

The model warehouse and model marts support anal-

ysis and integration of decision making patterns oc-

curring at different, but related, domains across the

organization, cause–effect relationships among differ-

ent domains, etc.

Implementation of the model marts and model

warehouses can be done either as a simple database

with tables to describe models together with full text or

binary representations of models, or as an object-

oriented repository with models represented as objects

with the associated behavior. The former type of

implementation merely provides storage of models as

used/exported by the KDT employed for model dis-

covery. Therefore, any form of analysis involving the

contents of the model should also be provided by the

KDT. The latter type of implementation, as discussed
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below, can support more versatile forms of analysis in

discovering patterns and trends in models. However,

the implementation is dependent on the structure of

models and it should provide for relevant operations on

the models.

4.3. Model internalization support

In Section 3, we have identified important activi-

ties that can enhance the internalization process, i.e.,

dissemination, exploration, analysis/evaluation, and

dynamic application of explicit models. These activ-

ities enable decision makers to become aware of, un-

derstand, learn, adapt and apply each other’s explicit

decision models. In doing so, they acquire new tacit

models. A number of tools can be used to support the

internalization activities. The model dissemination and

exploration activities can be supported by model

representation and visualization tools as well as intel-

ligent agents that are versatile and autonomous (e.g.,

[30,42]) for automated discovery of patterns in explicit

decision models represented in the model warehouse

and model marts. The model analysis/evaluation acti-

vities can be aided by model analysis systems [11,17,

22,36]. These systems enhance the decision maker’s

understanding of the environment represented by the

model by assisting in the interpretation and manipu-

lation of the output of the model solvers and in the

analysis of existing knowledge and/or extraction of

new knowledge concerning the environment repre-

sented by the model. By improving the decision ma-

ker’s understanding of explicit models, model analysis

systems support not only the selection of an appro-

priate model for the problem at hand, but the learning

and subsequent internalization of the selected model as

well. Further, evaluation of decisions made and the

decision models can result in identifying best practi-

ces. Finally, the model application activities can be

supported by DSS and adaptive DSS. The usage of a

DSS to solve problems is a learning experience by

itself that enables the decision maker to acquire new

tacit decision models. In addition to specialized tools

for supporting the specific activities described above,

intelligent tutors can also be used to enhance the

overall learning process associated with internaliza-

tion.

Additional requirements in such decision support

environments can be grouped under user interface and

interface between various components. The user in-

terface should provide facilities for specification of

details to various discovery processes such as inputs,

outputs, and tools used for discovery. The ability to

specify objectives for model discovery activity (e.g.,

maximum number of models, minimum level of ac-

curacy) will also be required. In general, the user in-

terface should provide interaction with the system

from operational and exploratory perspectives. The

operational perspective should provide facilities that

are common to many DSS (e.g., data visualization in

data warehouses/data marts, finding interesting pat-

terns and associations in data). The exploratory per-

spective should provide similar facilities on models in

model marts and model warehouses. Common faci-

lities between these two modes include intelligent

assistance in various tasks, visual specification envi-

ronment, intuitive graphical user interface, etc. Assis-

tance through intelligent agents that are versatile and

autonomous [30,42] for automated discovery of pat-

terns in data and decision models may also be consid-

ered. Corporate intranets can both provide an effective

medium for dissemination of various types of knowl-

edge.

Facilities for interfacing with other systems should

include importing and exporting models discovered to

other existing systems, and access to a variety of

knowledge discovery and data mining techniques. Ap-

proaches such as DecisionNet [6] and the Open DSS

protocol [16] for accessing and invoking data mining

and decision mining tools over the Internet would be

helpful in evaluating and employing suitable tools and

techniques.

4.4. Model socialization support

The socialization process consists of the creation

of new tacit models based on the sharing and integra-

tion of existing tacit models. This is mainly achieved

through the sharing decision experiences. The expe-

rience sharing can be through participation in the

decision making process or through the sharing of in-

formation documenting the process and its outcome.

Therefore, tools for collaborative decision making

(e.g., GroupSystems for Windows) and tools for data

retrieval and interpretation (e.g., intelligent agents,

OLAP and case-based reasoning) can be very useful.

The information stored in the data warehouse and data
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marts representing past problems and the associated

decisions can be explored through intelligent agents

and examined through OLAP tools in order to identify

patterns reflecting tacit decision making processes.

Case-based reasoning can also enable decision makers

to identify cases similar to the problem at hand and

adapt the associated solutions.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented an approach for inte-

grating decision support and knowledge management

to enhance the quality of support provided to decision

makers. A framework for integrating these highly

interrelated decision support and knowledge manage-

ment processes is proposed. Some of the benefits of

integrating DSS and KMS include (i) enhanced quality

of support provided to decision makers in the direction

of real-time adaptive active decision support, (ii) sup-

porting knowledge management functions such as

acquisition, creation, exploitation and accumulation,

(iii) facilitating discovery of trends and patterns in the

accumulated knowledge, and (iv) supporting means

for building up organizational memory.

5.1. Implications for research

We have described the complementing roles of

DSS and KMS in our proposed framework that

integrates the research in the respective fields. The

approach and the framework proposed in this paper

require significant integration of research from vari-

ous fields, e.g., knowledge discovery in databases,

model management in DSS, knowledge-based sys-

tems, soft computing, case-based reasoning, intelli-

gent agents, and data warehouses. Some of the

challenges in this integration include: (i) representa-

tion and storage mechanisms for different types of

explicit models, (ii) discovering patterns in explicit

models, which is a complex task compared to discov-

ering patterns in databases, (iii) visualization of

explicit models and changes in explicit models, (iv)

defining taxonomy to assist combination of explicit

models of different modeling paradigms to create new

models, and (v) extending the applicability of the

proposed approach to other types of decision-making

situations.

5.2. Implications for practice

Many findings and developments in the field of

DSS over the past couple of decades and in the field

of KMS in recent years are not yet fully exploited.

One possible reason for this is the difficulties as-

sociated with externalization or modeling process.

The approach presented in this paper illustrates the

means for automating this difficult task. Using such

an approach, it is possible to build integrated DSS

and KMS that are better tuned to individual decision-

making styles. Although this approach poses chal-

lenges in integrating different tools and techno-

logies, it helps designers and builders of DSS in

minimizing the time and effort required for developing

DSS applications. DSS developed following the pro-

posed framework will also enhance the chances of

acceptance by decision makers because their subjec-

tivity in decision making is reflected in the decision

models.

The externalization process in the proposed ap-

proach assumes that the decision instances are avail-

able and approximately represent tacit models of de-

cision makers. The models externalized using such

instances of a decision maker can, therefore, be ex-

pected to result in decisions that are close to or similar

to those taken by that decision maker.

Model marts and model warehouses can, in addition

to providing decision makers a better understanding of

decisions taken, help other decision makers at higher

organizational levels to understand current decision

patterns and analyze changes in those patterns over

long periods of time. Organizations can also use such

information for validation of decisions, verification of

consistency in decision making, alignment of decisions

with organizational objectives and goals, and for train-

ing new staff. The proposed framework has potential to

support building e-commerce and m-commerce appli-

cation that are capable of abstracting and generalizing

relevant data (e.g., purchase decisions of a customer

based on his/her profile) into explicit modes and pro-

vide customized response to both existing and pro-

spective customers. Exploiting recent developments in

these interdisciplinary fields can lead to the building of

enterprise-wide support environments for the next

generation that enhance the quality of support provided

by DSS and KMS. Considering the three mutually

reinforcing trends in data mining speculated by Mitch-
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ell [26], the proposed integration could be considered

feasible in this decade.

Appendix A. Examples of model externalization

from classification decisions

A.1. Customer Credit Rating

This example illustrates model externalization

using 200 randomly selected decision instances

describing customer credit rating provided with

Sipina-W for Windows (http://eric.univ-lyon2.fr/

~ricco/sipina.html). The credit rating data set has

1000 instances with 7 numeric and 13 categorical

attributes. Customer profile is captured by attributes

such as status of checking account, credit history,

purpose of loan application, amount, saving, present

employment, etc. A categorical attribute captures the

customer credit rating (GOOD or BAD). The follow-

ing set of rules have been generated using CART

method of Sipina-W resulting 69% accuracy on the

remaining 800 instances.

R1: if Balance in Checking Account < 0

then Credit Rating =BAD; 75% confidence.

R2: if Balance in Checking Account > = 0 and

< 200

then Credit Rating =BAD; 63% confidence.

R3: if Balance in Checking Account > = 200

then Credit Rating =GOOD; 73% confidence.

R4: if Customer has NO Checking Account

then Credit Rating =GOOD; 75% confidence.

A.2. Employment Preference

Aneuro-fuzzy classifier,NEFCLASS-PC (2.04 http:

//fuzzy.cs.uni-magdeburg.de/nefclass/nefclass.html)

was used to extract rules from a small data set consist-

ing of 20 employment offers each with three numeric

attributes and a categorical attribute indicating prefer-

ence for that offer by a final year undergraduate

student. The numeric attributes include monthly salary,

status of organization and job relevance. The neuro-

fuzzy classifier has generated the following set of

fuzzy rules using this data set. The classifier also

generated the membership functions (large, medium

and small for each input attribute).

R1: if salary is small and orgstat is large and jobrel

is large

then preference = hesitate

R2: if salary is large and orgstat is large and jobrel

is medium

THEN preference = accept

R3: if salary is large and orgstat is small and jobrel

is small

THEN preference = hesitate

R4: if salary is small and orgstat is large and jobrel

is medium

THEN preference = hesitate

R5: if salary is small and orgstat is large and jobrel

is small

THEN preference = hesitate

R6: if salary is small and orgstat is small and jobrel

is small

THEN preference = reject
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